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LetXr, ...,Xrbe an i.i.d. sample from a Poisson distribution with mean )', and let

T --Li:rxi.

a Show that the distribution of X1, ...,Xn given Z is independent of )", and con-

clude that I is sufficient for )..

b Show thatXt is not sufficient.

c Use Theorem A of Section 8.7.1 to show that T is sufficient. Identify the func-

tions g and h of that theorem.

Use the factorization theorem (Theorem A in Section 8.7.1) to conclude that T =

L?:tXiis a sufficient statistic when the X,are an i.i.d. sample from a geometric

distribution.

Use the factorization theorem to find a suffrcient statistic for the exponential distri-

bution.

LetXr, . .. ,Xnbe an i.i.d. sample from a distribution with the density function

e
f @te): 

1t *;1*, 
,

Find a sufficient statistic for 0.

Show that ilf:r X, and lf:r X,arc sufficient statistics for the gamma distribution.

Find a sufficient statistic for the Rayleigh density,

f(xl1): )r-ilzt', 'r > 0
0 '

Show that the binomial distribution belongs to the exponential family.

Show that the gamma distribution belongs to the exponential family.

Let T, and T, be sufficient statistics for g, and suppose that T, : g(T) for some

functibn g.Let U be an unbiased estimate of 0, and let

V t :  E (U IT )

Vr: E(V1|T2)

Show that Var(V2) < Var(V1).
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Testing Hypotheses and Assessing
Goodness of Fit

The first part of this chapter will develop the concepts and theory of statistical
hypothesis testing. A brief introduction to this subject was given in Section 8.2,
which the reader might wish to review at this time. This theory and other less formal
techniques will then be applied to the problem of assessing goodness of fit. In later
chapters, we will encounter many other examples of hypothesis testing.

Statistical hypothesis testing is a formal means of distinguishing between prob-

ability distributions on the basis of random variables generated from one of the dis-
tributions. For example, consider the following problem: Given a sampleXt , . . . ,Xn
from a normal distribution having a given variance and a mean equal to either pt

ot llz, decide whether the mean is pr,, or &2.Fot the most part, we will follow a
paradigm developed by Neyman and Pearson for the treatment of such problems,

although we will point out certain practical deficiencies of this paradigm and give a
point of view advocated by R. A. Fisher. A decision-theoretic model, developed by
Wald, will be covered in chapter 15.

In the Neyman-Pearson approach, the probability distributions are grouped into

two aggrcgates, one of which is called the null hypothesis and is denoted by Ho

and the other of which is called the alternative hypothesis and is denoted by He.
(There are several common variations on this notation; the alternative hypothesis, for

example, is sometimes denoted as H, or even K.) There is an asymmetry between

the null and altemative hypotheses, which we will explore; for the moment, let

us merely regard these terms as labels. For the problem g_iven in the preceding

p*ugruph, Ho might state that the distribution was N(&r, o21 and F/o might state

that the distribution was N(1.t2,o2;. Since o2 is known, each of these hypotheses

completely specifies the probability distribution; such hypotheses are called simple
hypotheses.

Let us consider some additional examples.
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ExAMPLE A Goodness-of-FitTest

LetXr'""Xnbeasamplefrom'1d:"t" '*probabil i tydistr ibution'Thenullhy-
pothesis might state th;;;e distribution is ioisson with an unknown mean' and

the altemative trypoftreJr *Lnt state that the distribution is not Poisson' Neither of

thesehypothe,"s"omplet"lyspecifytheProbabilitydistribution(underHn,trisnot
specified)-they are 

".^;;i";;r 
.ompoiite hypoiheses ' lf Ho were changed so as

to specify l' precisely' ii *oufO then be a simple hypothesis' I

ExAMPLEBConsiderahypothet ica lexper iment forastudyofEsPinwhichasubject isasked
ro guess, wirhout b";;;rh".r! t" 

suits oi 52 cards chosen randomly with re-

pla-cement from a o""t .i"tting T denote. the total number of successes' the null

hyporhesis states that i J" urr'"mial random variable with probabil\ty '25 of suc-

cessand52tr ials.rnenullhypothesisessential lyStatestt latthesubjectismerely
guessing and has no 

""r.*rr#y 
abilib'' The altemative hypothesis might be that T

is binomial wirhp , .is *d52 trials. Here Ho is simple and4ois composite' I

Hypotheses often specify' 9r nlrtiallV,specify' the val-ue 9f 
alarameter of a prob-

ability distribution-ir"g."r"pr" B, rhe 
"lr":;;,i* 

hypothesis specified thatp > '25'

We could also have .onriOrr"O the alternariv" t'yiottt"tis that p + 'zs'These al-

rcmatives are, respectively, exampl", or. on"-rided and two-sided alternative hy'

potheses. As a furt# 
"*u.pt",^"onsider 

a normal testing problem with known

variance for which ,l; ;iihtpothesis.is Ho: p --0,3d the altemative hypothe-

sis is Ho: trt >0.H;;; rh" altematiue i, on'"-rio"o. The altematle Ho:1t'l0t.s

two-sided.

0?
U.L

The NeYman-Pearson Paradigm
AccordingtotheNeyman-Pearsonparadigm,adecisionastowhetherornottoreject
Ho in favor of Ao.i'.'nuO" on tt'" Uusi* of iiX)' where X denotes the sample values

and r(X) is a srarlsuc. The sets of values 
"ftl;t 

which Ho is.accepted and rejected

arecalled,respectively,theacceptanceregionan{therejectionregionofthetest'
TWo types of errors -uy U" incurred in applying this paradigm:

IHomaybe re jec tedwhen i t i s t r ue .Suchane r ro r i sca l l eda type le r ro r , and
its probabiliry o JJno,"Juy o. If l/0 ;;'i^-;e,cu is called the significance level

ofthetest.I fHoiscomposite,thep' 'u"uir i .vofatvpglerrorwil lgeneral ly
dependonwhichpart icularm"mbe'ofHoistrue;inthiscase'thesignif icance
level is defined to be the maximum (;;$;;n.*tty the least upper bound) of

these Probabilities'

2Homaybeaccep tedwhen i t . i s f a l se .Suchane lTo r i sca l l eda type l l e r ro r '
and its probabitity is denored ay B.'liiio-J"o*potite, 

p depends on which

particular member of Ho holds'

E X A M P L E  A
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The probability that Ho is rejected when it is false is called the power of the test.

Clearly, the power equals | - P -

An "ideal" test would have a : f :0, but this can be achieved only in trivial

cases. Furthermore, in practice, it is always the case that, for fixed sample size,

in order to decrease cv, B must be increased, and vice versa. The Neyman-Pearson

approach resolves this conflict by imposing an asymmetry between the null and

aitlrnative hypotheses. The significance level is fixed in advance, usually at a rather

small number, and then an attempt is made to construct a test yielding a small value

for B.
we can illustrate these ideas with the following two examples.

Let us consider the problem of testing the value of the parameter p for a binomial

random variable with n : 10 trials. We wish to test

Ho :P :  ' 5

versus

H o : P >  ' 5

(Note that in structure this is the ESP problem of Example B of Section 9.1 but with

different n andP.) We will use the number of successes, X, as a test Statistic; the

i"j""tion region'will consist of large values of X, those values that are relatively un-

id.i' 
"rOo"Ho 

and more likely unaelfo. To determine the precise rejection region

io,. u giu"n vaiue of q, we can use this'iable of cumulative binomial probabilities

lP(X < n)):

.7 .0000 .0001 .0016 .0106 .0473 .1503 .3504 .6172 .8507 .9718 1'0000

.6 .0001 .0017 .0123 .0548 .1662 .3669 .6177 .8327 .9536 .9940 1'0000

.s .0010 .0107 .0547 .1719 .3770 .6230 .8281 .9453 '9893 .9990 1'0000

suppose that the rejection region consists of the points 
18, 

91 
10). 

The significance

level of the test, o, it ttt" probability of rejecting HO when it is true; from the last

row of the table (P - .5), we see that

a : P(X > 7) - | - P(X < 7) : .0547

If the rejection region consists of {7, 8, 9, 10}, the significance level of the test is

u - .1719.
The Neyman-Pearson approach sets a value for cY firsu suppose that we choose

to set a : .0547.If the true value of p is .6, the power of the test is the probability

that X is greater than or equal to 8; that is, the power is .1673. If the true value is

.7, the po*"t is .3828. The power is thus a function of p' and it is not difficult to

see thai the power tends to 1 as p approaches I and that the power tends to a as p

approaches .5. I
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actually observed would occur by chance if the null hypothesis were true. Suppose

this probability were extremely small; then either the null hypothesis holds and an

extremely rare event has occurred or the null hypothesis is false. See the discussion

in Section 8.2.
As should be clear by now, there is an asymmetry in the Neyman-Pearson

paradigm between the null and alternative hypotheses. It is natural to wonder at

this point how one goes about determining which is the null and which the alter-

native. This is not a mathematical decision, and the choice typically depends on

reasons of custom and convenience. These matters will gradually become clearer in

this and ensuing chapters. We make only the following remarks here.

r In Example B, we chose as the null hypothesis the hypothesis that the distribution

was Poisson and as the alternative hypothesis the hypothesis that the distribution

was not Poisson. In this case, the null hypothesis is simpler than the altemative,

which in a sense contains more distributions than does the null. It is conventional

to choose the simpler of two hypotheses as the null.

r The consequences of incorrectly rejecting one hypothesis may be graver than

those of incorrectly rejecting the other. ln such a case, the former should be

chosen as the null hypothesis, since the probability of falsely rejecting it could

be controlled by choosing cu. Examples of this kind arise in screening new drugs;

frequently, it must be documented rather conclusively that a new drug is superior

before it is accepted for general use.

r In scientific investigations, the null hypothesis is often a simple explanation

that must be discredited in order to demonstrate the presence of some physical

phenomenon or effect. The hypothetical ESP experiment referred to earlier falls

in this category; the null hypothesis states that the subject is merely guessing,

that there is no ESP. This must be conclusively disproved in order to convince

a skeptic that there is any ESP effect. We will see other examples of this type,

beginning in chaPter 11.

The Neyman-Pearson approach is predicated on setting o in advance, but the

theory itself gives no guidance as to how to make this choice. It is almost always the

case that the choice of a is essentially arbitrary but is heavily influenced by custom.

Small values of a, such as .1, '05, and .01, are commonly used'

E X A M P L E  B LetusagainconsidertheproblemoftestinggoodnessoffittoaPoissondistribution.
ThenullhypothesisisthatthedataareasamplefromaPoissondistr ibution,and
thealtemativehypothesisisthattheyarefromsomeotherunprescribeddiscrete
distribution. We trave already seen a similar example in Section 8'2, which was

concemed with fifiin; u poison distribution to counts of alpha particle emissions.

;f* ;;;;ping the data into bins, we can use Pearson's chi-square statistic to test

H0.IfHoistrue,X.hasanapproximatechi-squaredistr ibutionwithmdegteesof
freedom, say. A test witt*igrrifi"*"" level a can be constructed in the following

;;;"A',r"\;,h" o p-oin, of the chi-square distriburion with m degrees of

freedom (that is, tn" point such that the area under the density function to its right

is equal to a). By coistruction, the test that rejects \f X2 >- Xz^(u> has significance

level a. The power oirr," rcst is more difficult to evaluate than in Example A' If the

realdistr ibutionisnot""uctlyPoissonbutisveryclose,thepowerwil lbesmall ;
if the distribution is quite different from a Poisson distribution' the power will be

larger. I

Thesetwoexampleshavecertainimportantfeaturesincommon.Inbothcases'
the test is based on tti"uulu" of a test statistic that has the property that its distribution

is known (at least uppro*i*u,"ly) if the null hypothesis is -true' 
(The probability

distribution of u t"rt.r'titistic under the null hypothesis is called its null distribution')

InExampleet t , " t "s ts ta t is t ic is thetota lnumuerofsuccessesandi tsnu l l
distribution is binomial with n _ I0, p: .5. In Example B the test statistic is X2,

pearson,s chi-square statistic, and its null distribution is approximately chi-square

with m degrees of freedom'

Knowing this distribution makes it possible to define a rejection region that has

probability o ono", tr," null hypothesis. Also, in both cases, the rejection region is of

theform{T. t | ,whereTis thetests ta t is t ic . Insuchacase ' thenumberr isca l led
the critical value of the test; the critical value separates the rejection region and the

acceptance t"gl0t'-_^*-la 
,. rve cen se hep-value, inffoduced

Reconsidering Example B, we can see the relationship of t

in chapter 8 in conjunction with Pearson's chi-square statistic' to the significance

level, a. Recall tnat if the observed value of the test statistic X2 is c' then the p-

value is defined ̂ i');:--':'V= 'i *tt"t-" the probability is calculated from the

null distribution of X2. Therefore, tt, ,' ,it;, ,t"r,p- . cu; whereas if c < Xz(a)'

then p* > cu. The test thus rejects i{.anO oniy if pi t o',Putting the same thing

another way, the p,-value is tie smallest vafuL of a for which the null hypothesis

wi l lbere jected.erso, inExampleA, i fweobserveX:k , thep-va lue isP(Xzf t ) '
where the probability is calculated for the value of p specified by the null hypothesis

(p : .Sin the example)' If we observed 9 success"i th! p-value would be '0107;

if we observ.a g ;rr"""rses, the p-value would be '0547' In many applications' it

makesmoresensetoreportap.valuethanmerelytoreportwhetherofnotthenull
hypothesis was rejected. (we witt retum to this point in the context of bome examples

later in this chaPter.) ^
As in the 

"urc 
of pearson,s X2 test, it is common for extreme values of a test

statistic to cast doubt upon the nult hypothesis, and.then the p-value may be in-

terpreted as the p.oUoUiiity that a valuf^of the statistic as large or larger than that

$3
Optimal Tests: The Neyman-Pearson Lemma

There are typically many tests with significance level cu possible for a null hypothesis

versus an alternative hypothesis. From among them, we would like to be able to

select the "best" one. A best test would be the one that had the correct significance

level a and was as or more powerful than any other test with significance level cv.

The Neyman-Pearson lemma shows that for testing a simple hypothesis versus a

simple hypothesis such a test exists and is based on the ratio of the likelihoods under

the lwo hypotheses. Suppose that Ho specifies that the density or frequency function

of the data is /6 (x) and that FI, specifies that it is /^ (x).


